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ENVIRONMENTAL ACCEPTABILITY OF THE WORKPLACE 

Llsred beloW pbabelic::illy are 12 1~1dared tolhccnvironmcntofd:!c:uea in which you 
work. In fron f each item, ent~n number from lhc follolAring ~p<:abiliry ~e !hat best 
describes lhe · ·iy of your work .rea at !his ti.me. TH!iti raie tlle ovcraU 11ua.licy of 
your work ami in space provided. 

' look lhc scale over before making "-"Y ralings 

air movement 

__ amomll of dus1 

amoUDl of tobaleo snmke 

-- brigbmcS& of die lighting 

_glare 

__ bumidily 

__ loudness or !ht 9Qunds 

__ mnnbcr of noisy disuacliOnl 

odor 

__ pitch of the sounds 

shadows 

-- temperarure 

__ OVERAlL QUALl'tY 

Rating Scale--Final Forni 
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Abstract 

The na tura l backgroun d air conta ins an optimum mi xi ng ~nd 
concentra t ion of air gas components. We ll - be i ng a nd health are ass umed t o 
depend e. q. on the st imu la ting e f f ects of ozone, ion spec trum, a nd 
natu ra l mo lecular energy exc itati on sta t es of gases. Unphys iol ogi cal 
mol ecul ar exci t" t i on s tates or con fl gunti ons, es pec i ally of wa tl! r and 
t oo l ow ozone c oncent ra ti on, are as.soci ated with mecha ni cal vent il a tion 
and warm atr (electric) heating. The haz11rdous health effect hypothesis 
of these changes is suppor"ted by epidemiological studies, clinical 
exposure experiments with humans, and biochemic11l cell metabolism and 
energy production (ATP) changes in ozone and ion exposure studies. The 
ageing ventilated ai r molecu·1 es undergo excitation/re laxation depending 
on the physical chara cteristics of space . 

Introduction 

Recently smne r e search r eports claim that mechani cal ventilation as 
such can be a contributing factor to sick building symptoms (5,12). 
Anyhow, there s eems to be a lot of controversy about 11hich is the primary 
cause and mechanism of the appearance of the symptoms. 

The purpose of this paper was tu build up a model \.lhich could expla in 
some of the sick builili ng syr.iptoms in t e rms of physical changes in a ir 
moleculi:,s e f focte tJ by mec hanical ventil ation an d 11arm air hC?ati ng . The 
hypot hes is i s based on unexpla ined f indi ngs of ozone expos ure r es ponses 
i n some r epo r ts, wh e r e duta shows peculi arit i es wh i ch dre not explained 
wi t hout ext r a assumpt i ons about expos ure pattern. Cl i ni cal a nd 
bi ochemi ca 1 oxida nt expos urt! r e sponses ~how qu<rn t i t a t i ve ly a t rend to 
curve l i near conca ve effec t depe nde ncy. Unsa tis factor i ly e xpl a ined 
effect s can i ndicdte i: he exi s t ence o f an enchanced ene r gy genera t ior1 i n 
mitochondr i a and hexose phospha t e shunt by optimum ozone an d i on 
concerrtroti ons ( l, Ci , 7). 

Mechanical ventilation and 1~arni dir heating as energy dissipator 

Mechani c ~l ventilation includes fans, wili ch pu"sl1 or pull air trough 
narrow pipes into or from room spaces. The forced ventilation can be 
characterized by (1) fast and turbulent air flow in pipes and nearby 
inlets in rooms , (2) continuous pressure fluctuations in pipes, and so in 
octupied sp aces . 
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Air pressure fluctuation and fast air blow make audible noise and 
often infra frequency noise, 0 - 20 Hz. The fans accelerate air masses, 
set molecules in turbulent, chaotic motion. According to the gas kinetic 
theory a great deal of molecules acquire an excess energy, besides linear 
translational motion, in the form of excited vibrational or electronic 
states of molecules. The water in the air can be expected to disintegrate 
by breaking the weak hydrogen bonds (indicated by the two dots below), 
which usually hold together the water molecule clusters like H-O-H··OH2 
or Hg 04+ (M), where the oxonium ion HJO+ is combined with three further 
water (H20) molecules with or without an aerosol indicated by M (4,11). 
The strength of weak hydrogen bonds is 10 - 30 kJ/mole (a mole contains 
approximately 6 x 1023 molecules), this being the energy required to 
separate the pairs of molecules again. 

In fact a lot of diatomic air molecules, oxygen U2. and nitrogen N2 
(and triatomic ozone 03) can be excited to vibrational nuclear modes by 
turbulent air flow without extra heating of air . The presence of small 
concentrations of impurities in the gas is very effective in the exchange 
of vibrational and transitional energy. According to quantum mechanics 
some of the possible excited electronic quantum states of the molecules 
are occupied due to molecule collisions. The wctter in air is dispersed 
into many chemically active molecule clusters (11). 

The effective e11ergy of dissociution via a complex formation is less 
than the bond ener9.)I: AB+ C~AB · C~A + IJC (A,B,C are molecules). 
The reverse process to dissociation, i.e. recombination of atoms (or 
molecules) in room ternperatures (approx. 300 K), can be described by the 
sche1ne B + C +=='8C, BC + A~A[l • C. The bond energy of recombination 
varies usually from 0 to lG kJ/mole (11). 

Te1~perature effects 

It is well known that increasing the indoor te8perature by 3 
degrees (>22 °c) celcius in critical or subcritical indoor environments, 
i.e. in known sick office buildings, a great deal of people get typical 
symptoms very soon. One of the molecular changes is a resonant exchange 
of vibrational energy from collisions of two diatomic molecules (11, p. 
92 96). An important cha r acteri sti c of the resonant exchange by 
vibrational quanta is that the mean exchange probability gro11s with 
increase in temperature (warm air t1edting). In contrast to this , lowering 
the temperature increase the recombination of air molecules and 
especially the water containing aerosols. Recombination and dissoc i ation 
of ions in mechanical ventilation air flow change drastically the 
spectrum of ions. 

The physiology of exposures, physics and chemistry of ozone and ions 

Ozone has been present in the atmosphere for millions of years. It is 
formed mainly by the ultraviolet radiation of sunshine, and its . turnover 
rate is rapid, with an average concentration of 40 - 60 ug/mJ in the 
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background air. Ozone appears to be cell to xic and lm1ers lung function 
at concentrations above 400 ug/m3. In the presence of protonic solvents 
such as water, peroxides, e.g. hydrogen peroxide H202, and free ionic 
radicals are generated in membranes leading to some toxic effects. Ozone 
exposures have resulted in biochemical and physiological changes, which 
can be interpreted as nonhazardous (2,3,6,10). Veninga et al .(15) 
concluded that there exists a threshold value for toxicity, and that 
living organisms might have developed adaptive and defense mechanisms to 
encounter certain ozone concentrations (phylogenetic explanation). 

Formaldehyde exposures produced a decrease but ozone exposures an 
increase in nasopalatine nerve response (frequency) to amyl alcohol in 
rats; increased trigeminalactivity resulted in inhibition of respiratory 
rate (8). Hence, ozone stimulates nerve function and vigilance. Anyho11, 
the sensory stimulus produced by ozone is different from the one produced 
by hydrocarbon organics jointly . 

The results of Finnegan (12) and Kobertson (5) are in principal in 
good agreement with this finding, because warm air heating and mechanical 
ventilation destroys inlet air ozone and changes the spectrum of ions 
(7). In natural ventilation air infiltration (or airing) doesn-t destroy 
the ozone or distort the ion spectrum of outdoor ambient air. 

The ozone concentrations in indoor spaces are dependent on ventilation 
system functionin9, airing, gas reactivity of indoor surface materials 
and furniture materials (g). 

A simplified picture of the indoor quality determinants 

The most healthy air is born far from industry and densily populilted 
areas, probably near a seashore in mild climatic conditions. This 
countryside air is characterized by moderate humidity, low level of 
suspended particulates and man-made irritant gases, background level of 
natural air gaseous components such as ozone and a natural spectrum of 
ions. We can smell this fresh air in early summer mornings. Miln has a 
powerful capacity to recover from smoke and irritant 9ases in breathing 
air. But a long lasting even low level impairment of breathing air makes 
vulnerable people sick, especially in a cold climate. 

The most essential features of the indoor air are assumed to be: 
( 1) humidity and temperature, ( 2) ozone concentration, ( 3) ion spectrum 
and dissociation of the air water, (4) odors, (5) age of air (air 
exchange rate), (6) electrical properties of the space (7) 
hygroscopicity of dust (aerosols) and its concentration. 

A phenomenological hazard function of mechanical ventilation 

The following model can be presented with the support of preceeding 
considerations. Simply, a relative health hazard function, which depends 
on the physical and chemical gas (aerosol) phase changes supposed to be 
produced by mechanical ventilation, is expressed as: 
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H= F (D, T, W, Kl = f1(dissipated energy in gaseous components)+f2 
(deviat ions from an optimum of temperature, humidity, gaseous 
and aerosol components, physical fields)+f3(kinetic energy of 
air), (1), 

where f1=f1(D), f2=f2(T,W), and f3=f3(K). In a strict sense, it is 
impossible to separate F into the functions of fi· The equation (1) is an 
additive formulation to show which of the effective factors could play 
the most important roles . All of functions f1, f2, and fJ are 
functionally interconnected. The function f1 is thought to contain the 
effects of excited molecules: vibrational modes of 02, electronic 
configuration changes, ions like 02-, OH- (M), HJO+ (M). The function fz 
expresses temperature, and humidity effects. and especially health 
effects depending on the ozone concentration deviations from the supposed 
optimum (40 - 60 ug/m3J. The function f3 contains adverse effects of 
noise, draught and air turbulence. A natural formalation of the function 
f 1 is: 

(2), 

where k= constant, dE" enerfi dissipated in the ~1ater (II) of the inlet 
air in a volume Vi (W/V;= g/m ), Etot= total changed (in reference to an 
optimum level of natural ventilation) energy level in the room volume, 
Yr · So Etot= Ev - E0 , where Ev= total energy dissipated in the inlet air, 
and E

0
= an optimum i.e . minimum value from health viewpoint in a.n optimum 

comfort state. The second term of (2) describes the totality of molecular 
energy and configuration distortion. This in turn depends on ventilation 
and physical chraracteristits ~f t~e room. The term .dE((WfVfl is. suppo~cd 
to be proporti onal to the activat1on of the water ln lncom1ng air. dE is 
for the higher chemical acitivity (in energy units) of the air water 
molecules, and W/ Yi is proportional to the relative humidity of in~oming 
air (at constant temperature). So, dE/(W/Vil decreases when relabve 
humidity rises. In wint·er time when \I is very low thi s term reaches its 
maximum. Etot/Vr decreases when the volume of room increases, and 
incredses when the incoming air is heated. Taken together, a maximal 
health risk is experienced in winter time, in small rooms with electric 
warm air heating with mechanical ventilation. 

The temperature dependent part of f2 can be separated in the following 
way: 

f 2(Tl= bo + b1 T + b2 T2 +b 3 T3 +b4 T4 (3al, 

which in practice can be simplified to: fz(T)=bo+b2T2+b4T4 describing 
temperature dependency of sick building symtoms . The dominant term is the 
square of temperature. Eq. (3a) is valid for the incoming air of 
mechanical ventilation. Eq. (3a) holds for all room temperatures, even 
when T<To (consistent with vote comfort ter.iperature, Tol· In mechanical 
ventilation, if T < To some degrees celcius, the temperature effect wou l d 
be reversed, and f2!Tl= bo"+ b1"(T - Tol. where bo"< 0 and bi"> 0 (T - To 
< O). In this case the temperature hazard function may be health 
promoting if the temperature To is discomfort high. Assume a humidity 
function 

f2(W)= co + q (~lo - W)h{Tl 
c0-+ c2 (W - Wol 

if w < Wo, cl>O 
if w > Wo. c2>0 

(3b) 
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In eq. (Jb) the function h(T) can be approximated by the function 
f2(T) . Wo is an optimum water content per uni t volume in an optimum 
temperature. W is the water content of incomi ng air in a unit vo 1 ur.ie. 
Assume a gas hazard function: f21Gl= f2(03) + f2(RO) + •.• The function 
f2(03) is of approx. second order in the concentration of ozone within a 
ce rta in range (approx . O - 400 ug/m3). Assume: f2(03)= co + q(03) ·+ 
c2(03)2, co. c2 > O and min fz(03), when (03)= 40 - 00 ug/m3. Assume 
f2(El= eE2, where r2 stands fo r the square of changing static electric 
field strengl1t of the indoor space. Thee is an e,npirical constdnt. 

Practical concequencies. Natural ventilation is preferable if feasible. 
Fresh outdoor a1r should be brought into occupied spaces with minimum air 
handling. 
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